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 This is the motherlode of guitar recording software. It's all we've been talking about lately! A worthy successor to the classic
ProTools and Reason, really. A refinement of the best of these. Before you say anything else: Yes, there is an 8-track recorder in

the box too. And a 7-inch tape deck. With buttons. There is also a MIDI guitar. But no, you don't have to buy a separate
instrument to use it. And no, it doesn't come with an amplifier, speaker, or amp simulator, but that's OK because it has

everything else you need. And yes, there are many other great plug-ins, as well as sample libraries, etc. MIDI Guitar 2 is a full-
featured, fully polyphonic audio-to-MIDI and MIDI-to-audio workflow plug-in. It does all the heavy lifting. You just need to

record your guitar or voice performance and play it back through a MIDI guitar in real-time. In any way you want. With features
like dedicated mono and stereo audio recorders, a totally unique and ultra low latency MIDI recorder and playback engine, an

arpeggiator, and an extensive array of pre-made, arpeggiator-ready sounds, MIDI Guitar 2 is the best available tool for creating
and editing polyphonic MIDI music and sound. It's time to get serious about recording guitar and vocals. Features: 100% Plug-
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in. 0% Hardware. Polyphonic - Easily Record More Than 1 Guitar/Voice/Piano at Once - Easily Record More Than 1
Guitar/Voice/Piano at Once Real-Time - You play back guitar on any MIDI device and it sounds like it's coming from a real
guitar. You play your voice through MIDI Guitar 2 and it sounds like it's coming from a real voice. - You play back guitar on

any MIDI device and it sounds like it's coming from a real guitar. You play your voice through MIDI Guitar 2 and it sounds like
it's coming from a real voice. Sound-On-Sound - Reverb, Delay, Amplifier, and Panning from the signal, not after. All Sounds

and Effects are 100% Plug-In. - Reverb, Delay, Ampl 520fdb1ae7
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